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ABSTRACT
Due to the increasing amount of information shared online every
day, the need for sound and reliable ways of distinguishing between
trustworthy and non-trustworthy information is as present as ever.
One technique for performing fact-checking at scale is to employ
human intelligence in the form of crowd workers. Although earlier work has suggested that crowd workers can reliably identify
misinformation, cognitive biases of crowd workers may reduce the
quality of truthfulness judgments in this context. We performed a
systematic exploratory analysis of publicly available crowdsourced
data to identify a set of potential systematic biases that may occur
when crowd workers perform fact-checking tasks. Following this
exploratory study, we collected a novel data set of crowdsourced
truthfulness judgments to validate our hypotheses. Our findings
suggest that workers generally overestimate the truthfulness of
statements and that different individual characteristics (i.e., their
belief in science) and cognitive biases (i.e., the affect heuristic and
overconfidence) can affect their annotations. Interestingly, we find
that, depending on the general judgment tendencies of workers,
their biases may sometimes lead to more accurate judgments.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Crowdsourcing; • General and reference → Estimation.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Human computation is a powerful tool to assess information quality
and identify misinformation. Although experts are considered most
reliable when it comes to truthfulness judgments, recent research
has shown that crowd workers can also reliably perform such factchecking tasks [23, 36–39] and assess information quality across
multiple truthfulness dimensions or quality aspects [26, 43, 44].
Crowdsourced fact-checking is now widely used in academic research [30, 32, 40, 41, 48] and has already found applications in
industry [1, 34]. However, because crowdsourcing often relies on
contributions from large groups of laypeople with different backgrounds, expertise, and skills, systematic biases among those workers may reduce the quality of their annotations [9, 11, 21]. For
example, in fact-checking tasks, factors such as workers’ political
affiliation or their general trust in politics may affect their ability
to correctly identify misinformation.
Identifying systematic biases in crowdsourced fact-checking is a
relevant matter. Because expert-provided assessments are expensive
and slow to gather, crowdsourced truthfulness judgments are often
used as training sets for supervised machine learning methods. The
presence of bias in training data may lead to bias in the classification
performed by these systems. Moreover, such biases might affect
the accuracy (or even question the feasibility) of human-in-theloop hybrid systems that try to identify misinformation at scale
by combining experts, crowd, and automatic machine learning
systems [7]. Unveiling these systematic biases would support a
more reliable collection of crowdsourced training data and enable
bias mitigation methods for existing data sets.
In this paper, we investigate which systematic biases may decrease data quality for crowdsourced truthfulness judgments. Our
work is guided by the following research questions:
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RQ1. What individual characteristics of crowd workers and statements may lead to systematic biases in crowd workers’ truthfulness judgments?
RQ2. What cognitive biases can affect crowd workers’ truthfulness
judgments?
RQ3. Are different truthfulness dimensions affected by different
biases?
To address these research questions, we first conducted an exploratory study on an earlier collected data set containing crowdsourced truthfulness judgments for political statements (Section 3).
These data also contain information on the political leaning of
statements as well as individual worker characteristics (e.g., workers’ level of education and political leaning). We used the findings
from these exploratory analyses to formulate specific hypotheses concerning which individual characteristics of statements or
workers (RQ1) and what cognitive worker biases (RQ2) may affect
the accuracy of crowd workers’ truthfulness judgments. To test
these hypotheses, we subsequently conduct a new, preregistered
crowdsourcing study (Section 4). Our findings suggest that crowd
workers’ degree of belief in science matters in this context (RQ1),
that workers generally overestimate truthfulness, and that their
annotations can be biased due to cognitive biases such as the affect
heuristic and overconfidence [9] (RQ2). We also find exploratory
evidence that different truthfulness dimensions may be affected by
these biases to different degrees (RQ3, Section 5).
Supplementary materials related to this paper (e.g., task design,
preregistration, data sets, and analysis code) are openly available:
https://osf.io/8yu5z/. This study had been approved by an ethical
committee at one of our institutions.

2

RELATED WORK

In this section, we summarize previous research on fact-checking
performed by means of crowdsourcing (Section 2.2) and earlier
work that investigated bias in user-generated data (Section 2.1).

2.1

Crowdsourced Fact-checking

To allow fact-checking tasks to scale and keep up with the large
amounts of information posted online, previous work has studied
methods to address the misinformation issue using crowd-powered
systems. Many of those studies employed crowdsourcing to collect
truthfulness judgments [32, 40, 45]. For example, La Barbera et al.
[23], extending previous work by Roitero et al. [36], studied the
effect of both judgment scale and assessor bias when fact-checking
political statements. Their work demonstrated that coarse-grained
scales are preferred by workers and that workers’ political background is the main bias influencing workers’ ability to effectively
assess misinformation statements.
Roitero et al. [37] used crowdsourcing to collect thousands of
truthfulness labels on multiple data sets for political fact-checking,
employing different scales. They found that adjacent categories
in the assessment scale can be grouped together to increase both
worker effectiveness and agreement and that different scales lead
to a similar agreement levels. More recently, Soprano et al. [43]
re-assessed Roitero et al.’s [37] statements. Breaking down truthfulness on a multidimensional scale, they found that using multiple
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dimensions measures different aspects of the misinformation statement evaluated by the crowd workers. Roitero et al. [38, 39] focused
on fact-checking statements related to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Besides reporting results on crowd effectiveness and agreement,
they performed a longitudinal study and presented an in-depth
study on how the crowd’s effectiveness changes when it is asked to
perform fact-checking over different time spans. They also provide
a failure analysis to investigate the statements that are mislabeled
by crowd workers. Epstein et al. [13] deployed a survey to 1000
Americans to study their perceived trust in popular news websites, finding that mainstream sources are usually more trusted
than fact-checking websites or hyper-partisan sources. Bhuiyan
et al. [3] adopted a similar approach by surveying students enrolled
in journalism or media programs about information dealing with
climate change. Ghenai and Mejova [16] used crowdsourcing and
machine learning to track misinformation on Twitter. Pennycook
and Rand [31] crowdsourced news source quality labels. Giachanou
and Rosso [17] developed a tutorial on online misinformation and
fact-checking, with a focus on social media data.

2.2

Bias Investigation in User-Generated Data

Studying bias in user-generated data concerns multiple academic
domains. Recent work has presented surveys on potential effects
derived from biases on the web in general [2] and recommender
systems specifically [5].
Other research has focused specifically on issues related to bias
management in user-generated data. Yue et al. [51] investigated
presentation bias in click-through data generated by a search engine,
Love [25] studied different user biases in peer-assessment methods,
Chandar and Carterette [4] estimated click-through bias in cascade
models for information retrieval, and Muchnik et al. [29] focused on
social influence bias. Yildirim et al. [50] and Lee [24] studied bias in
user-generated data dealing with news media. Furthermore, several
works investigated the role of commonly occurring cognitive biases
(e.g., exposure effects and the confirmation bias) in web search on
debated topics [10, 12, 33, 35, 49].
Several pieces of work focused on bias investigation in crowdsourced data: Eickhoff [11] investigated the effect of common cognitive biases when using crowdsourcing for relevance judgment
tasks, Hube et al. [21] analyzed the effect of workers’ opinions in
subjective tasks, Draws et al. [9] created a checklist to fight common
cognitive biases.

3

EXPLORATORY STUDY

To identify specific hypotheses concerning our research questions,
we conducted an exploratory study using a publicly available data
set. This section details this exploratory study and describes the
hypotheses we formulated as a result.

3.1

Data

We conducted our exploratory study on a data set collected and
published by Soprano et al. [43].1 The data set is composed of
crowdsourced truthfulness judgments for 180 statements from two
1 The

data set is publicly
crowdsourcingTruthfulness.

available

at

https://github.com/KevinRoitero/
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political fact-checking websites: Politifact [47] and ABC.2 Politifact is a collection of more than 10000 statements from mainly
US politicians, labeled by experts on a six-level truthfulness scale
containing the categories pants-on-fire, false, barely-true, half-true,
mostly-true, and true. ABC is a collection of more than 500 statements on Australian politics that are first labeled by experts on
a fine-grained semantic scale with more than 30 levels and then
mapped into a three-level scale with the labels negative, in-between,
and positive. The 180 statements in the data set had been selected
by sampling, per truthfulness level, 10 statements for each of the
main two political parties present in the Politifact and ABC data
sets (i.e., Republican and Democrat for Politifact; Liberal and Labor
for ABC). This resulted in 10 ∗ 2 (political parties) ∗ 6 (truthfulness
levels) = 120 Politifact statements, and 10 ∗ 2 (political parties) ∗ 3
(truthfulness levels) = 60 ABC statements.
Soprano et al. [43] asked crowd workers to reassess the 180 statements in a set of Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs). In addition to the
Overall Truthfulness of the statement, they employed a multidimensional truthfulness scale composed by the following dimensions:
Correctness, Neutrality, Comprehensibility, Precision, Completeness,
Speaker’s Trustworthiness, and Informativeness.3 They recruited 200
US-based crowd workers from Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk)4
who subsequently performed the HITs on a private server. Each
HIT required workers to assess the truthfulness of 11 statements:
six from Politifact (i.e., one for each truthfulness level), three from
ABC (i.e., one for each truthfulness level), and two additional handcrafted statements that the authors used for quality control (i.e.,
to identify malicious or low-quality workers). The statement sets
were also balanced in terms of political parties (i.e., all political
parties were equally represented). Workers assessed the truthfulness of statements using a set of five-point Likert scales ranging
from “strong disagreement” (-2) to “strong agreement” (2). Each
statement was evaluated by 10 distinct workers. Before judging the
truthfulness of statements, each worker completed a mandatory
questionnaire (i.e., to record their age group, level of education,
income, general political view, favored political party, opinion on
the US southern border, and opinion on US environmental regulations) and a Cognitive Reflection Test (CRT) [15] to assess their
cognitive reasoning abilities. We used these bits of worker-specific
information as independent variables for our exploratory study.

3.2

Data preprocessing

We performed several preprocessing steps on the data described
in Section 3.1 so that they fit our purposes. Specifically, we transformed several scales and computed worker-related bias metrics.
3.2.1 Scale Transformations. Each statement in the data set described in 3.1 contains a truthfulness judgment from either Politifact or ABC, as well as several truthfulness judgments from crowd
workers. However, these different types of judgments all adhere to
different (ordinal) scales: whereas Politifact judgments are made on
a six-level scale, ABC judgments are made on a three-level scale
2 See

https://www.abc.net.au/news/factcheck/.
the rationales behind and detailed discussion of these extra dimensions, we refer
to [43, Section 4.3].
4 https://www.mturk.com/
3 For
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and worker judgments are made on a five-level (Likert) scale. Comparing the different assessments required that we align all of those
scales. Assuming that all the Politifact, ABC, and Likert scales are
linear equally spaced scales,5 we converted the Politifact and Likert
scales to the three-level scale used by ABC. This meant transforming each judgment to one of three labels: negative (−1), neutral (0),
and positive (1):
• Politifact: we mapped pants-on-fire and false into negative
(−1), barely-true and half-true into neutral (0), and mostlytrue and true into positive (1).
• ABC: negative and positive maintain the same semantic meaning, while in-between was mapped into neutral (0).
• Likert scale: we mapped −2 and −1 into negative (−1), 0 into
neutral (0), and +1 and +2 into positive (1).
3.2.2 Annotation Bias Metrics. We computed three different metrics to quantify and evaluate annotation bias. We considered both
external errors (i.e., when comparing crowd annotations with the
ground truth) and internal errors (i.e., when comparing crowd annotations with other crowd annotations for the same set of items).
• External Error (eE): the difference between a worker’s
Overall Truthfulness judgment and the respective item’s
ground truth label as assessed by the expert. This metric
assesses the degree to which a crowd worker overestimates
or underestimates the Overall Truthfulness of a particular
statement. Its values range in [−2, 2]: for example, if the
ground truth label (i.e., from Politifact or ABC) for an item
is positive (1) but the crowd worker’s annotation is negative
(−1), eE for this particular annotation is equal to −2.
• External Absolute Error (eAE): the absolute difference between a crowd worker’s Overall Truthfulness judgment and
the respective item’s ground truth label. Its values range in
[0, 2]. In contrast to eE, this metric quantifies the magnitude
of bias. It is the absolute value of eE.6
• Internal Error (iE): the difference between a worker’s judgment and the average judgment of other crowd workers for
the same statement. Its values range in [−2, 2]. We computed
nine such metrics in total, i.e., one for Overall Truthfulness,
one for workers’ confidence, and one for each of the seven
truthfulness dimensions. These nine metrics quantify the
degree to which a specific annotation was above or below
other crowd workers’ judgments on a particular dimension.
3.2.3 Worker Bias Metrics. We computed aggregate bias metrics
that evaluate each worker’s individual degree of bias based on the
annotation bias metrics described in Section 3.2.2. Specifically, we
compute each worker’s mean eE (eME), mean eAE (eMAE), and – for
Overall Truthfulness, confidence, and each of the seven dimensions – mean iE (iME). These 11 worker-specific metrics are used
as dependent variables for the exploratory study.
5 The same assumption has been made in previous studies and discussed in more detail

by Roitero et al. [37, Section 3.3].
6 We did not use the mean squared error here to avoid penalizing larger errors (e.g., an
error of 2 should not be more than the double the error of 1).
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3.3

Exploratory Analyses

We performed a series of exploratory analyses on the public data
set described in Section 3.1 to identify potential systematic biases in
crowd workers’ truthfulness judgments. Specifically, we used different worker-related attributes (e.g., political views and average time
per judgment) as independent variables and the aggregate worker
bias metrics described in Section 3.2.3 as dependent variables. We
found the workers in the data set to be quite balanced in terms of
demographics (e.g., age group and income) and political views (e.g.,
conservative versus liberal orientation). Note that the results we
report in this subsection (e.g., p-values from hypothesis tests) are
exploratory. We only conducted these analyses to identify concrete
hypotheses that we would test on novel data (see Section 3.4).
3.3.1 Exploring Worker’s eME. We began our exploratory analysis by computing workers’ eME, corresponding to the average difference between a crowd worker’s judgment and the respective
item’s ground truth label. We found that workers overall tended to
overestimate truthfulness (mean eME = 0.32, sd = 0.42, t = 10.93,
p < 0.001; result from a one sample t-test; test value = 0). Looking at
specific worker characteristics using linear regression and ANOVA
models (incl. post-hoc tests), we found that workers who identified as very conservative and/or Republican tended to overestimate
truthfulness more than other worker groups (i.e., Tukey-adjusted
p = [0.006, 0.050] compared to other political views for very conservative workers; Tukey-adjusted p = [0.012, 0.089] compared to
other party affiliations for Republican workers). The results further
showed that workers who agreed to the southern border question
(see the full survey on our repository) overestimated truthfulness
more than workers who disagreed (Tukey-adjusted p = 0.004);
although this effect seemed to be explained by workers’ political
affiliation, as 78% of those workers also identified as Republicans.
When looking for explanations for the aforementioned systematic biases, we found a slight trend that workers (especially those
who identified as Republicans) particularly overestimated the truthfulness of those statements that confirmed their political views (see
the left-hand panel of Figure 1). Ironically, due to the general trend
toward overestimating truthfulness, this led the average worker
to judge the truthfulness of statements affiliated with other parties more accurately than their own. This phenomenon could be
explained by different cognitive biases [9], i.e., the affect heuristic (crowd workers may overestimate truthfulness when they like
the statement speaker) or the confirmation bias (crowd workers
may overestimate truthfulness when they support the underlying
political message).
3.3.2 Exploring Worker’s eMAE. We also considered eMAE, which
corresponds to the mean absolute difference between a crowd
worker’s judgment and the respective item’s ground truth label.
The mean eMAE in the data is 0.42 (sd = 0.31), reiterating that the
average worker was somewhat biased in their annotations (i.e.,
eAE ranged from 0 to 1.11). Moreover, in line with the findings
above, we found that workers who identified as very conservative
(Tukey-adjusted p = [0.012, 0.200]), Republican (Tukey-adjusted p
= [0.031, 0.129]), or agreed on the southern border question (Tukeyadjusted p < 0.001) were more biased than others (i.e., had a higher
eMAE; see the right-hand panel of Figure 1).
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We also found that the more biased worker groups mentioned
above generally took less time for their judgments compared to
other workers. Although we did not find an effect of cognitive reasoning on eMAE when considering all independent variables at the
same time, workers with lower cognitive reasoning also tended to
do the task quicker. It could thus be that cognitive reasoning abilities explain some of the variance between worker groups but that
the effect was too small to be detected in this exploratory study. Another explanation could be workers’ belief in science: we found that
78% of the “disagree” answers regarding additional environmental
regulations came from (very) conservative workers. Given the clear
scientific stance regarding the environment, some workers may
simply not trust scientific results and therefore distrust statements
in which scientific results are brought up as evidence. Although
there are too few of these “disagree” answers overall to detect a direct effect here, belief in science may be an underlying variable that
influences the accuracy of crowd workers’ truthfulness judgments.
Interestingly, the analyses also revealed a positive relationship
between workers’ average confidence in their judgments and eMAE
(β = 0.14, p < 0.001), which might be an indication of overconfidence, a cognitive bias whereby workers with too much confidence
in their abilities make more inaccurate judgments than others [9].
3.3.3 Exploring Worker’s iME. Finally, we investigated iME, which
corresponds to the mean difference between crowd workers’ judgments and other crowd workers’ judgments on the same statements.
We found that workers with some postgraduate or professional
schooling (no postgraduate degree) had higher confidence in their
abilities to judge truthfulness compared to most workers with lower
or higher education status (Tukey-adjusted p = [< 0.001, 0.018]).
Our analyses also revealed that the more a worker identified as
being conservative, the higher their self-reported confidence compared to other workers who annotated the same items. In general,
confidence was higher in worker groups with greater bias, which
further pointed to a potential overconfidence bias in some workers.
This could also indicate that the confidence dimension acts as a
proxy for explaining the political skewness of the results.
By far the strongest predictor of eME among the iME measures
was the Correctness dimension (β = 0.51, p < 0.001). This suggests
that workers might see the Correctness dimension as commensurable to Overall Truthfulness (as previously identified by Soprano
et al. [43]), and indicates that workers who judge Correctness higher
than others are likely also overestimating Overall Truthfulness.
Furthermore, we found that workers who identified as Democrats
or Republicans judged truthfulness higher on most dimensions than
workers who identified as independent or something else, which
usually led to more accurate judgments for the latter group due to
the general tendency toward overestimation of truthfulness. Even
though these differences were small, this might be an indication
that workers with higher trust in politics (as here represented by
Republicans and Democrats) exhibit more overall bias because they
overestimate truthfulness to a greater degree than workers with
lower trust in politics (as here represented by other workers). This
suspicion is underlined by the finding that workers who answered
with “no opinion” to the southern border question tended to judge
the speaker’s trustworthiness lower than other workers (see the
right-hand panel of Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Mean eME per political affiliations of statements and workers (left) and mean eMAE per southern border answer and
political affiliations of workers (right) in the public data set (see Section 3). Here, we excluded four workers who considered
themselves something else other than Democrat, independent, or Republican.
Our analyses also revealed that iME for speaker’s trustworthiness
was the strongest predictor among the iME measures for eMAE (β =
0.16, p = 0.040). This again could point to a potential affect heuristic
(see Section 3.3.1).

3.4

Hypotheses for the Novel Data Collection

From our exploratory study (see Section 3), we derived seven different hypotheses that we planned to test on novel data. We differentiated our hypotheses based on whether they refer to general
worker traits (e.g., their trust in politics) or task-related cognitive
biases (e.g., the affect heuristic).
3.4.1 General Worker Traits. These hypotheses refer to expectations about which worker groups may be more prone to biased
judgments compared to others (RQ1).
• Hypothesis 1a (H1a): Workers with stronger trust in politics are less accurate in judging the Overall Truthfulness of
statements compared to other workers.
– Rationale: Workers who considered themselves Democrats
or Republicans (i.e., the most “traditional” political parties) were less accurate in their truthfulness judgments
than other workers in our exploratory study. Overly high
trust in politics (i.e., the conviction that politicians and
governmental bodies are trustworthy and aim to do the
right thing) may lead some workers to strongly identify
with political parties and could be the underlying reason
for this bias. Such workers may not be skeptical enough
when considering politicians’ statements and therefore
overestimate the likelihood of statements being true.
• Hypothesis 1b (H1b): Workers with stronger belief in science are more accurate in judging the Overall Truthfulness
of statements compared to other workers.
– Rationale: Workers who answered with “disagree” to the
environmental regulations question (see the full questionnaire on our repository) tended to be more biased than
others in our exploratory study. We hypothesize that the
underlying responsible variable could be workers’ belief in

science (i.e., the conviction that scientific results are trustworthy and important for societal development). Workers
with low belief in science may automatically doubt the
truthfulness of statements that refer to scientific findings,
e.g., related to climate change. This may undermine workers’ ability to give accurate truthfulness judgments.
• Hypothesis 1c (H1c): Workers with better cognitive reasoning abilities are more accurate in judging the Overall
Truthfulness of statements compared to other workers.
– Rationale: In our exploratory study, we found that workers
with lower cognitive reasoning abilities tended to perform
the task quicker, which was generally associated with
greater bias. Although we did not find a direct association
of workers’ cognitive reasoning abilities with their bias, we
hypothesize that such a relationship could exist but that it
might be hard to detect; especially given that many study
participants have been exposed to the CRT before [19].
3.4.2 Cognitive Biases. These hypotheses are predictions about
cognitive biases that may affect crowd workers (RQ2).
• Hypothesis 2a (H2a): Workers generally overestimate truthfulness.
– Rationale: We found that workers overestimated truthfulness in our exploratory study, so we expect to find the
same in novel data.
• Hypothesis 2b (H2b): Workers’ tendency to over- or underestimate the Overall Truthfulness of a statement is related
to the degree to which they like the statement claimant.
– Rationale: Our exploratory study revealed several relationships that hint at a potential affect heuristic. As detailed by
Draws et al. [9], this bias occurs when workers’ judgments
are affected by the degree to which they like the document
they annotate.
• Hypothesis 2c (H2c): Workers’ tendency to overestimate
or underestimate the Overall Truthfulness of a statement is
related to the degree to which they personally support the
goal of the statement.
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– Rationale: Some relationships we found as part of our
exploratory study hint at a potential confirmation bias,
which occurs when workers’ judgments are affected by
their pre-existing opinions [9].
• Hypothesis 2d (H2d): Workers with higher confidence in
their ability to correctly judge the truthfulness of items exhibit more bias compared to other workers.
– Rationale: We found that workers’ confidence in their
judgments are directly related to their degree of bias in
our exploratory study. We thus expect to find similar overconfidence [9] in novel data that we collect.

4

METHODS

To test the hypotheses detailed in Section 3.4, we conducted a further crowdsourcing study. Note that we preregistered our hypotheses, research design, and data analysis plan before data collection.7

4.1

Procedure

For the data collection, we relied on the same experimental design
as Soprano et al. [43]. Specifically, we used the same interface and
the same HITs, to keep the new task as similar as possible. We also
relied on the same code and framework used in Soprano et al. [43],
discussed in Soprano et al. [42].
To investigate our hypotheses (see Section 3.4), we identified
three additional variables (i.e., trust in politics, belief in science, and
affect for statement claimant; see Section 3.4) that required modifications to the original task. We used a generalized version of
the Citizen Trust in Government Organizations (CTGO) questionnaire [18] to measure workers’ trust in politics and the Belief in
Science Scale (BISS) [6] to record workers’ belief in science.8 These
two surveys were placed in the task right after the original initial
questionnaire. Finally, we added a single, five-point Likert scale
item to capture the degree to which the workers like the claimant of
the statement. This item also included an additional answer option
that allowed the worker to state that they do not know the claimant.

4.2

Variables

Our task recorded the following Independent Variables:
• Trust in politics (continuous; [−2, 2]): the degree to which
workers trust in media and politics as measured by the CTGO
questionnaire (i.e., averaging all responses). Higher scores
mean greater trust in politics.
• Belief in science (continuous; [−2, 2]): the degree to which
workers believe in science as measured by the BISS questionnaire (i.e., averaging all responses). Higher scores mean
greater belief in science.
• Cognitive reasoning (ordinal; [0, 4]): worker’s cognitive reasoning abilities as measured by the CRT; we also measure
the time spent on CRT as a proxy for cognitive effort. Higher
scores mean greater cognitive reflection.
• Political party affiliation (categorical): whether workers consider themselves as Republican, Democrat, independent or
something else (i.e., not represented by any of the three previous political parties). We here relied on workers’ responses
7 The
8 All

preregistration is available at https://osf.io/5jyu4.
questionnaires can be found on our repository (see Section 1 for a link).
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to Q5 of the initial questionnaire (see our repository for the
full questionnaire).
• Affect for the statement claimant (ordinal; [−3, 3]): each worker
rated on a five-point Likert scale the degree to which they
like each statement claimant; we also included the option “I
don’t know the claimant”.
• Mean confidence (ordinal; [−2, 2]): workers’ average selfreported confidence regarding the accuracy across their
truthfulness judgments (on a five-point Likert scale).
• Statement support (categorical): we approximate the degree
to which workers support the cause of the statement (whether
true or false) with their personal political orientation.
We considered the eE, eME, and eMAE as Dependent Variables
(see Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3). Finally, we considered iE, iME, age
group, gender, level of education, income, political views, opinion
on US southern border and about US environmental regulation of
the workers as descriptive and exploratory variables (i.e., we do not
conduct any conclusive hypothesis tests using those variables). We
collected data on these variables using a survey (see our repository).

4.3

Crowd Workers

We planned to collect data from at least 255 crowd workers. We computed this required sample size in a power analysis for a BetweenSubjects ANOVA (Fixed effects, special, main effects, and interactions; see Section “Analysis Plan”) using the software G*Power [14].
Here, based on our findings in the exploratory study, we specified a
small effect size of f = 0.10, a significance threshold α = 0.05/7 =
0.007 (due to testing multiple hypotheses), a statistical power of
(1 − β) = 0.8, and that we have three between-subjects groups (i.e.,
Republican, Democrat, independent/else) and four within-subjects
groups (i.e., Republican, Democrat, Liberal, Labor). We computed
the required sample size for each of our hypotheses using their
respective degrees of freedom.
We deployed 200 MTurk HITs to evaluate the set of 180 statements outlined in Section 3.1. We collected 2200 judgments in total.
We recruited crowd workers who were based in the United States.
Each crowd worker was rewarded $2 for completing the task. This
amount was based on the minimum time required to complete the
task and the United States minimum wage of $7.25 per hour.

4.4

Statistical Analyses

To test our hypotheses, we conducted several statistical analyses. We performed a multiple linear regression to predict eMAE
from trust in politics (H1a), belief in science (H1b), and cognitive
reflection (H1c), and mean confidence (H2d). We conducted a onesample t-test to assess H2a (i.e., comparing eME to a test value of
0) and a Spearman correlation analysis to test H2b (i.e., computing
a correlation between affect for the statement claimant and eE).
Finally, we tested H2c by conducting a factorial mixed ANOVA
with eE as dependent variable, workers’ political party affiliation
as between-subjects factor, and statement’s political affiliation as
within-subjects factor (i.e., H2c describes an interaction effect between these two variables).
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5

RESULTS

In this section, we describe the results of the crowdsourcing study
outlined in Section 4.

5.1

Descriptive Statistics

Abandonment. We measured the abandonment rate of the crowdsourcing task using the definition provided by Han et al. [20] (i.e.,
how many workers voluntarily terminated the task before completion). Overall, 2742 workers participated. About 302 (11%) workers
completed the task, while 2065 workers (75%) voluntarily abandoned it. Furthermore, 375 workers (14%) failed at least one quality
check at the end of the task. Each worker had up to 10 tries to complete the task. We compared abandonment and failure distributions
with those of Soprano et al. [43] (see Figure 2).
The left-hand panel of Figure 2 shows how many workers abandoned the task per number of statements annotated. The vast majority of workers (98%) abandoned the task when reaching the first
statement. The number of workers who abandoned the task after
the first statement is negligible. There is an 18% increase in abandonment rate when comparing our values with those of Soprano
et al. [43], compared to which our task adds two additional questionnaires and an evaluation dimension. Thus, our task required
somewhat more effort from workers. A higher number of workers
may have become bored or frustrated sooner. Indeed, when considering the task described by Soprano et al. [43], it can be seen that
a fraction of workers abandoned the task even after reaching the
fourth statement. Despite this difference, the general trend was that
workers abandoned the task when reaching the first statement.
The right-hand panel of Figure 2 shows how many workers failed
at least one quality check after submitting their work within their
current try. The majority of workers who failed the task performed
it only once (216, 58%), with 103 (27%) workers doing it a second
time. The remaining 15% of workers who failed the task performed
it from three up to 10 times. The failure rate drops from 18% to 14%
compared to the task by Soprano et al. [43], meaning that those
who submitted their work were less likely to fail. However, the
failure distribution of our task is in line with the one of Soprano
et al. [43].
Demographics. We derived the following demographic statistics
considering the 302 workers who completed the crowdsourcing
task. Nearly 36% of workers were between 26 and 35 years old,
while the 34% were between 35 and 50 years old. The majority
of workers (52%) had a college/bachelor’s degree. Concerning the
total income before taxes, 25% of workers earned $50k to less than
$75k, while 19% earned $75k to less than $100k. When considering workers’ political views, 27% identified as moderate, 27% as
conservative, and 26% as liberal. The majority of workers (53%) considered themselves Democrats, while the 27% as Republicans and
the 17% as independent. The majority of workers (53%) agreed with
building a wall at US southern border, with 25% of them disagreeing. Finally, the vast majority of workers (84%) thought that the
government should increase environmental regulations to prevent
climate change, while only 9% disagreed. In general, our sample
was well balanced apart from a few categories and similar to the
one of Soprano et al. [43], except that most workers in that study
disagreed with building a wall at the US southern border.
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Agreement. We measured the internal agreement among workers
using Krippendorff’s α [22] on the unit level. The use of this metric
is motivated by earlier work [37, 43] and theoretical reasons [43].
We found a low level of agreement overall between the workers
for each considered truthfulness dimension, which is in line with
previous research [37, 43].
We also measured the external agreement between workers’ aggregated scores for the Overall Truthfulness and corresponding
experts’ values. We recall that the judgment scales used by the
experts and the workers are different. Whereas the experts used six(Politifact) or three-level scales (ABC), the workers evaluated the
statements using a five-level scale. Results for Overall Truthfulness
and a sample of dimensions (Precision and Correctness) are summarized in Figure 3: on the x-axis of each plot, we show the ground
truth, while on the y-axis, worker judgments are aggregated by
taking the mean annotation for each document. Figure 3 thus shows
a box plot for each ground truth label (i.e., from both Politifact; left
of the dotted line; and ABC; right of the dotted line), where each
dot represents one evaluated document.9 It illustrates that workers
tended to provide judgments with higher mean value when moving
from left to right (i.e., when considering ground truth values with
a higher value) in agreement with the experts. Although Figure 3
only shows the truthfulness dimensions Precision and Correctness
as examples, we observed similar patterns for all dimensions. We
recall that, although Overall Truthfulness is directly correlated
with the ground truth, all the other dimensions capture orthogonal
and independent information not directly measured by the experts.
Moreover, the inter-quartile range is lower for ABC statements
when compared to the analysis of Soprano et al. [43].

5.2

Hypothesis Tests

Our multiple linear regression analysis revealed no evidence for a
relationship between eMAE and trust in politics (H1a; β = −0.04, p =
0.020) or cognitive reflection (H1c; β = 0.02, p = 0.152). However,
belief in science (H1b; β = 0.07, p = 0.003) and mean confidence
(H2d; β = 0.06, p =< 0.001) were both significant predictors of
eMAE. Partly in contrast to what we expected, workers with stronger
belief in science and those with greater mean confidence were more
biased in their truthfulness judgments compared to others. We
also found that workers generally overestimated truthfulness, as
their mean eME (i.e., 0.33, sd = 0.46) lay significantly above 0 in
the one-sample t-test we performed (H2a; t = 12.18, p < 0.001).
Our Pearson correlation analysis revealed a significant positive relationship between affect for the statement claimant and eE (H2b;
r = 0.25, p < 0.001). Thus, the more the workers liked the statement claimant, the more they overestimated truthfulness; and the
more workers disliked the statement claimant, the more they underestimated truthfulness. Our final analysis was an ANOVA with
the statement’s affiliated party and worker’s affiliated party as independent variables and eE as dependent variable. This analysis
revealed no evidence in favor of an interaction effect between the
two independent variables (H2c; F = 1.59, p = 0.112), which means
that we can make no conclusion about whether workers had different degrees of over- or underestimating truthfulness depending
9 Figure

3 can be directly compared with Soprano et al. [43, Section 5.3.2, Figure 3].
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Figure 2: Comparison of workers’ abandonment distribution (left) and workers’ failure distribution (right). The orange line
represents our task. The blue lines represent Soprano et al. [43] task.
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Figure 3: Summary of workers’ judgments for the Overall Truthfulness, Precision, and Correctness dimensions, split by statements’ ground truth labels. Whereas Politifact labels (left side of the dotted line) range from 0 (pants-on-fire) to 5 (true), ABC
labels (right side of the dotted line) range only from 0 (negative) to 2 (positive).
on whether the statement party matched their personally favored
party or political direction.
In sum, we found evidence in favor of some of our hypotheses
(i.e., H2a, H2b, and H2d), suggesting that workers with greater
confidence were more biased in their truthfulness judgments, workers generally overestimated truthfulness, and workers’ truthfulness
judgments were affected by the degree to which they liked the statement claimant. We also found evidence for a relationship between
belief in science and bias in truthfulness judgments; however, in
contrast to H1b, our results show that workers with a stronger
belief in science were more biased than others.

5.3.1 Predicting eMAE. Our multiple linear regression identified
workers’ belief in science and mean confidence as significant predictors of eMAE. Interestingly, we found that, when conducting
individual Pearson correlation analyses, only mean confidence correlates considerably with eMAE (r = 0.20, p < 0.001), whereas belief
in science does not (see also Figure 4). This suggests that belief in
science only becomes a relevant predictor of eMAE when also taking trust in politics and/or cognitive reasoning into account, as we
did in our multiple linear regression analysis. These two variables
might thus still play an important role in predicting workers’ eMAE,
although we did not find such evidence.

5.3

5.3.2 The Role of Workers’ and Statements’ Political Affiliations.
The ANOVA we conducted shows no evidence for an interaction
effect between workers’ and statements’ political affiliations in predicting eE (H2c). This suggests that workers may not overestimate
or underestimate truthfulness systematically based on whether
they support the political party that the statement is affiliated with.
The same model also contains no evidence for the main effect of
workers’ political affiliation on eE (F = 1.43, p = 0.232), thus suggesting that workers’ political affiliation may not matter at all here.
However, there is a significant main effect for statements’ political

Exploratory Analyses

Next to the descriptive analyses and hypothesis tests detailed above,
we also performed several exploratory analyses on the data we
collected. In doing so, we aimed to explain some of the outcomes
from the hypothesis tests and identify interesting trends that had
not been covered by those planned analyses. Note that the results
we report in this subsection are indeed of exploratory nature, as
we did not preregister these analyses.
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Figure 4: Scatter plots showing the relationships between workers’ eMAE and their trust in politics (H1a, left-hand plot), belief
in science (H1b, center-left plot), CRT (H1c, center-right plot), and mean confidence (H2d, right-hand plot). Our multiple linear
regression analysis identified belief in science as well as mean confidence as significant predictors of eMAE (see Section 3.4).
affiliation (F = 10.55, p < 0.001). Comparing the different statement affiliations shows that workers overestimated the truthfulness
of statements relevant to the Australian Labor party significantly
more than those relevant to other parties (mean eE = 0.51, Tukeyadjusted p = [< 0.001, 0.018]). Workers also judged the truthfulness
of statements affiliated with the Australian Liberal party significantly lower than those affiliated with other parties (mean eE = 0.08,
Tukey-adjusted p = [< 0.001, 0.014]). Republican and Democrat
statements were rated roughly equally on average. This suggests
that the political parties connected to the statements may matter
for predicting bias in crowd workers’ truthfulness judgments, even
–or perhaps especially– when those parties are not well-known
among the crowd worker population (i.e., the crowd workers in our
study were all US-based).
5.3.3 Looking at Individual Truthfulness Dimensions. RQ3 concerns whether different truthfulness dimensions are affected by
different biases. Next to an overall tendency towards overestimation of truthfulness, our hypothesis tests revealed that workers’
belief in science, mean confidence, and the degree to which they
like the statement claimant may be related to bias in their truthfulness judgments. We thus looked at which specific truthfulness
dimensions were particularly affected by these biases to get some
more insight into the nature of these biases.
We found that the best iME predictors of eMAE were Neutrality
and Comprehensibility. Workers thus exhibited more bias when
they judged Neutrality higher (β = 0.10, p = 0.001) or Comprehensibility lower than others (β = −0.08, p = 0.013). Moreover, we
found that workers’ belief in science affected no other truthfulness
dimensions except Overall Truthfulness, while the mean confidence
of a worker was a significant predictor for all iME measures. We also
found other interesting relationships, i.e., between workers’ trust in
politics and lower scores on Neutrality (β = −0.09, p = 0.028), and
between cognitive reasoning and higher scores on Comprehensibility (β = 0.08, p = 0.027). Finally, affect for the statement claimant
was positively related to all considered truthfulness dimensions.

6

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this section, we report a summary of the key findings derived
in this work, list their practical implications, and sketch possible
directions for future research.

6.1

Key Findings

We have presented a study on the impact of worker biases in crowdsourced fact-checking. To perform our analyses, we conducted an
exploratory study using a publicly available data set from which
we derived several hypotheses. We then tested these hypotheses in
a novel crowdsourcing study. Below, we summarize our findings.
RQ1. Our first research question concerned what individual
characteristics of crowd workers may lead to systematic biases in
crowd workers’ truthfulness judgments. In this context, we found
no evidence for any influence of workers’ trust in politics (H1a)
or cognitive reasoning abilities (H1c). Our results do indicate a
relationship between workers’ degree of belief in science (H1b).
However, in contrast to what we expected, we found that workers
who reported a stronger belief in science were less accurate in their
truthfulness judgments.
RQ2. The second research question that guided this paper concerned what cognitive biases can affect crowd workers’ truthfulness
judgments. Our results indicate that several cognitive biases can
affect crowd workers’ truthfulness judgments. Although we found
no evidence for a confirmation bias [9] in this context (i.e., there
was no interaction effect between workers’ and statement’s party
affiliation on truthfulness judgments; H2c), we found that workers generally overestimate truthfulness (H2a). Our findings also
suggest an influence of the affect heuristic [9]: the more workers
like the claimant of a statement, the more they overestimate the
statement’s truthfulness (and vice versa; H2b). Finally, we found
evidence for overconfidence in crowd workers: the higher workers’
self-reported confidence in their ability to judge the truthfulness of
statements, the less accurate their judgments generally were (H2d).
RQ3. Our final research question concerned whether different
truthfulness dimensions are affected by different biases. Our study
returned exploratory evidence that more biased workers judged
the Neutrality of statements higher, and the Comprehensibility of
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statements lower than others. Moreover, workers’ trust in politics
was negatively correlated with their Neutrality judgments.

6.2

Practical Implications

Following the results of our study, we note several practical implications for crowdsourcing truthfulness judgments as well as
adjacent domains such as the collection of document viewpoint
annotations [8, 9, 27]:
• Although crowd workers generally seem to be reliable when
judging the truthfulness of statements, individual characteristics (e.g., their belief in science) or cognitive biases (e.g.,
the affect heuristic or overconfidence) can negatively affect
the accuracy of their judgments. We therefore recommend
assessing, documenting, and –where possible– mitigating
these biases [9, 11, 21]; either by adapting the task design or
corrective post-processing of the collected data.
• Where applicable, we recommend that requesters measure
relevant concepts such as workers’ belief in science [6] to
enable effective assessment of systematic biases. Requesters
could also consider prioritizing workers with moderate political affiliation, belief in science, and confidence in their
judgment abilities, as our study suggests that overly strong
convictions in these contexts can lead to worse quality in
truthfulness judgments.
• Related to the above point, we also recommend avoiding the
employment of instruments that may not be strictly necessary, e.g., the cognitive reasoning test (CRT) for which we
found no relationship to the quality of truthfulness judgments. Requesters should be aware that each such test may
reduce the cognitive capacity of crowd workers to eventually perform the actual task. Thus, although we recommend
assessment and mitigation of systematic biases, we note that
requesters should also not overdo it in this respect.
• Where possible, we recommend that requesters hide unnecessary information (e.g., statement claimant identities or
political affiliations) to mitigate the influence of cognitive
biases such as the affect heuristic.
• Judgments coming from workers with high self-reported
confidence in their ability to identify misinformation should
be carefully adjusted, as we found that such workers tend to
be more biased than others.

6.3

Future Work and Conclusion

This experiment lays the foundation for several future research
directions. Since the data collected is consistent with previous studies dealing with fake news detection [39, 43], we plan to conduct
additional analyses comparing those data sets, for example by leveraging worker behavior, interactions, URLs, or retrieved evidence.
Another possibility is to perform a longitudinal study using the
aforementioned data sets and the one collected in this work to
compare them.
We also plan to conduct several experiments using the multidimensional truthfulness judgments collected. For example, since we
found evidence that some dimensions are more important for the
bias, we plan to test strategies to correct and de-bias the different
truthfulness dimensions. By implementing such strategies, we aim
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to produce a set of non-biased data sets containing truthfulness
labels collected using crowdsourcing; such resources can then be
used as training data for state-of-the-art deep learning algorithms
that target the automatic assessment of misinformation. Then, we
plan to derive confidence scores from those algorithms and compare them with the self-reported workers’ confidence scores. These
de-biasing approaches could further be enhanced by analyzing the
different ways disinformation targets subgroups [28]. Moreover,
modern computational propaganda and social media platforms configurations are characterized by communication techniques that
do not only misinform but also exhaust critical thinking, degrading the public’s ability to share a system of interpretation of the
social reality [46]. It is thus important to characterize the sociotechnical features, platform metrics, and algorithmic configurations
that affect the content production pipeline, to improve communities’
resilience to the degradation of the public sphere.
We hope that the findings presented in the current paper, together with the future work detailed above, contribute toward a
more sound, robust, and bias-free pipeline to effectively crowdsource reliable truthfulness assessments.
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